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ANATOMY OF AN RFP
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• Welcome!  The session will begin soon.
• You are all muted, but feel free to use the ‘Chat’ function to 

network before we begin.
• If you have a question, please put it in the ‘Chat’.  
• After the Forum, you will receive access to all Forum 

presentations and the attendee lists from each session.



Introduction of Session Presenters
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Api Appulingam, PE
Deputy Director of Aviation, Capital Development

City of Philadelphia, Division of Aviation

Patti Gibson May
Director of Marketing

CMTS LLC

Pete Butler, PE
Vice President, Aviation

Jacobs
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Finding Requests for Proposals
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Finding RFP Opportunities

or
www.phila.gov/contracts

www.phl.org/business/contracting-opportunities
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Finding RFP Opportunities
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Finding RFP Opportunities
Search by Department and/or Service Type – Airport RFPs are under Commerce



Finding RFP Opportunities/Searching for Opportunities 

Details available for each 
opportunity



Finding RFP Opportunities
Important information to 
download and read
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Teaming



Finding/Building a Team

• Can’t start to research early enough!
• Understand the scope of work

ü Request introductory meetings with City staff
ü What services are required?  Architecture?  Engineering? Surveying? What else?

• Investigate players/possible partners
ü Who are the current players?  Players trying to penetrate the market?
ü Past history – local?  Outside region?  National?
ü Skill sets?  What services do they need to procure?
ü Core values/interests – does your firm align?
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Finding/Building a Team
Connect with potential teaming partners

• Find ways to connect outside of the heat of preparing a proposal
ü Attend common events to get facetime (associations, outreach events, meetings)
ü Connect through a colleague

• Understand communication preferences of potential teammates
• Connect early and check-in regularly

ü Firms identify opportunities early to position
ü Larger firms often have a ‘go/no-go’ decision that requires consensus
ü Keep connected, but don’t be overzealous

• Good news travels fast – bad news travels faster
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Finding/Building a Team
Check yourself out

• Is your certification current and accurate?
• Are you registered as a City of Philadelphia and PHL vendor?  Is that information 

accurate?
• Is your external-facing material (website, LinkedIn, etc.) accurate and up-to-date?
• Go to pre-proposal meetings – face-to-face and virtual
• Be a firm that helps the team win, beyond being a certified M/W/DBE
• Connectivity to community?
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• Over-promising

• Poor past performance

• Ineffective communication/responsiveness to information requests

• Too much connectivity, respect other’s time commitments

• Not following formatting instructions

• Incorrectly addressing diversity requirements

• Attempting to influence the process

Deal-Breakers



Responding to RFPs
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• Read and outline the RFP before attending the pre-proposal meeting.

• Develop a schedule based on key dates in the RFP.
ü Deliverables may need to be prepared in advance of key milestones.
ü As subconsultants, deadlines may come with even shorter deadlines.

• Provide information in timely manner, in the format requested.
ü Keep your quals (resumes, project profiles, firm overviews, etc.) updated.
ü Customize responses/submission materials to the requirement specified in the RFP.
ü Be concise.

• Be available through multiple methods - email, calls, texts – and be responsive.

• As a team member, respect the hierarchy, and let prime lead the effort and be 
the main point-of-contact with the client.

Prepping for Proposal Production



• Procurement Schedule (usually 
Section IV in city RFPs).

• Understand critical 
decision/action dates.

• Establish an internal timeline to 
complete the proposal.

• Add critical dates to people’s 
calendars.
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Prepping for Proposal Production

The first thing you do after downloading the RFP…is…?
Check out the dates!
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Prepping for Proposal Production

Watch for 
‘optional’ vs. 

‘mandatory’ pre-
proposal 
meeting.



At first glance…check out 
the Table of Contents.

Topics of focus for 
this session
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Prepping for Proposal Production



DBE or 
M/WBE?

Check your 
current 
insurance 
limits/policies 
against this
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Prepping for Proposal Production

Look closely at the insurance requirements…and the participation guidelines.



• Section A – Project Details

• Section B – Services and Tangible Work Products

• Section C – Ownership of Materials

• Section D – Hours and Location of Work

• Section E – Monitoring; Security

• Section F – Reporting Requirements

• Section G – Compensation

• Section H – Organization and Personnel Requirements 
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Prepping for Proposal Production

Section B – Scope of Work…
often contains 

background information 
on the project or contract…

details that should be 
addressed in the proposal.

Scope of Work



• Section A – Project Details

• Section B – Services and Tangible Work Products

• Section C – Ownership of Materials

• Section D – Hours and Location of Work

• Section E – Monitoring; Security

• Section F – Reporting Requirements

• Section G – Compensation

• Section H – Organization and Personnel Requirements 
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Prepping for Proposal Production
Scope of Work

• Can my firm do this?

• Do I need a 
subcontractor?

• Should I be a 
subcontractor?

• Where could M/WBEs 
or other subs add 
value to the team? 



§ Section A – Project Details

§ Section B – Services and Tangible Work Products

§ Section C – Ownership of Materials

§ Section D – Hours and Location of Work

§ Section E – Monitoring; Security

§ Section F – Reporting Requirements

§ Section G – Compensation

§ Section H – Organization and Personnel Requirements 
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Prepping for Proposal Production
Scope of Work

• Price/cost portions of 
proposals vary 
depending on 
instructions.

• Understand early in 
the process how you 
will be submitting 
cost/pricing 
information.

• Ask formal questions 
if you are unclear 
how to structure a 
response.



• Review this section very carefully!

ü Proposal submission requirements vary based on type, scope, and size 
of services being procured.

ü Each RFP contains its own unique submission requirements.

ü Often there are items in the Scope of Work section that need to be 
weaved into the proposal.
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Proposal Submission
Section III – Proposal Submission Requirements



• Be aware of page limitations.

• Check on eContract to see if any addenda have been posted.

• Is electronic filing mandatory? Is it exclusive or in addition to hard copies? 

• Submit responses in the sections and order indicated:
ü Cover Letter
ü Table of Contents
ü Intro/Executive Summary
ü Applicant Profile
ü Project Understanding
ü Statement of Qualifications/Relevant Experience
ü Proposed Scope of Work
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Proposal Submission
Section III – Proposal Submission Requirements

• These sections 
typically take the 
longest to write and 
are very important.



• Proposed Subcontractors
• Administrative Documents

o Requested Exceptions to Contract Terms
o OEO
o Tax and Regulatory Clearance
o Disclosure of Litigation
o Statement of Financial Capacity
o Local Bus Entity or Local Impact 

Certification
o Disclosure Requirements
o Insurance 
o Addenda
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Proposal Submission
Section III – Proposal Submission Requirements

• Must be signed.

• Ensure that these 
requirements can be met.

• This can take significant 
lead time. It should be one 
of the first decisions made.



Review the Proposal Final Draft
• Develop a checklist.

ü Based on Proposal Format 
ü If possible, have someone ‘outside of the forest’ run the proposal through the 

checklist.
ü Also…have someone confirm that all of the forms and attachments are completed 

and included somewhere. 
ü For Federally-funded A&E contracts, price is typically sealed separately from the 

technical proposal and is evaluated/negotiated separately (Brooks Act).

• Score the proposal.
ü Develop a score sheet based on the criteria.
ü If it’s hard for you to figure out if you would get the points….make revisions.
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• Print out a hard copy.

• Re-run it through the proposal format checklist.

• Check page numbers (especially if there are page limitations).

• Leave time for:
ü Electronic submission
ü Hard copy delivery

• If it is late, it is non-responsive and likely all of your work on 
the proposal will be for naught.
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Review the Final Proposal



Proposal Evaluation Perspectives
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• Design your proposal to:
ü Follow the proposal format.
ü Maximize your score.

• The evaluators’ scoring sheets follows the RFP closely.
• Section III lists the evaluation criteria.
• Interviews/presentations

Selection Criteria



POSITIVES
• Easy to follow.
• Format tracks to the RFP.
• All required forms, certifications, and submission requests are included.
• Minimal ‘fluff’ added.

NEGATIVES
• Unorganized/hard to follow format. 
• Ignored addendums/answers to questions.
• Diversity requirements not addressed.
• Proposer ‘assumes’ the evaluators already knows the firm and/or personnel.
• Minimum requirements not met/adequately addressed for experience/personnel, etc.
• Do not copy/paste from another proposal!
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Proposal Evaluation
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Selection
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• Questions and Answers
§ Please put your questions in the ‘Chat’

• Closing
§ When instructed, close out of this session 

and use the link you used for the opening 
session to get back to the Closing Session

§ If you can’t find that link see the ‘Chat’ when 
instructed and click the link provided


